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Abstrjct

The binding energy tj, the energy Ey of the virtual state of the

triton as welt as the n-d doublet scattering length a^ are calculated. The

dependence of these quantities with the three-nucleon force (Tucson Potential)

is investigated. ?/• rr
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I - IRnUOUCTIM

It is well known that two-nucIcon potentials alone can not

reproduce the Observable* of three-nucteon systems. The reasons for this

are normally attribute to the relativistic corrections (in this point tn

interrogation) and the presence of three-nucleon force. The present work

is aimed at an understanding of the correlation among E.. a, and Ev

before and after the inclusion of a three-nucleon force. Now we refer

the reader to the papers in reference 1. There Girard and Fuda (hereafter

GF) based on the pioneering study of Barton and Phillips, worked out the

relation between Ey and a , using dispersion relations. The ingredients in

that study were the umtarity cut(s), a f i rst left hand I.Í.>. ; t j -_d by the

standard one-nucleon exchange diagram and a parametrization of the

r etna ing left hand cut by a constant. The N/D equations were solved and

that constant was eliminated in favour of a , . The resulting r.-d on-shell

amplitude continued into the second sheet showed a pole, the position of

the virtual state E.., which could therefore be related to a.,. Recently,

Adhikari1 just analysing the pole structure of the three-nucleon t-matrix

in the same way of GF obtained an analytical expression which relates

£y and a^. This expression is valid only in the low energy domain because

i t uses an effective range expansion. From such analyse i t arises quite

naturally an expression relating ET and a. too. This could be a justification

for th* correlation among the low energy observabies. The curves obtained

by Adhikari differs slightly from the GF and Phillips l inie. However this

seem to be «ore an explanation than a proof of the correlation. Any My

we can invoke each of these curves to compare with our results. Of course

that In the model» mentioned above the Inclusion of a three-nucleon force
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and uthtv efforts j i e included very indirat ly through a paraaetruation of

the "unknown".

He give now the status of the calculation of the low-energy

observables. The binding energy of the triton with a realistic two-nucieon

force is around 7.2-7.5 MeV. The doublet scattering length with the

l is about 1.2-1.8 fa. The inclusion of a three-nucleon force

«oves uoth in the experimental direction* . We pose the question:

What are the physical mechanism behind the'ovenent of Ey and a? in the

rigth direction by the inclusion of a three-nucleon force? Analysing the

poles of the three-nucleon t-matri* we are able to understand better this

question. To do i t we analytically continue the Faddeev equation into the

second sheet to get the position of the pole before and after the inclusion

of the three-nucleon force. This paper is based on a previous study and

presents just some new comments.

I I - THE VIRTUAL STATE OF THE TRITON

The Faddeev equations for the bound state and extended to include

a three-nucleon force V. are (See appendix)

(D

where

(2)
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«nd the components • «nd ^ sua up to the total state

» • ( ! • ? ) • • • , (4)

The equation (4) is in the operator form; to solve it we need a coordinate

representation. He choose the usual Jacobi momenta:

where (t.\), S and t refer to orbital angular momenta, spin and isospin

respectively. To simplify our notation we define [(tx)st> 5 [u'. In this

study we use separable two-body potentials where just the central term is

considered. As a consequence, the projection of the equation (4) on the

complete state |pq.i- is simplified . Besides, to avoid inconsistency

with the three-nucleon potentials (that contains a tensor part) we .

average this force over the dominant spin-isospin distribution of H, which

is described by the totally antisymmetric state. Equation (4) can then be

reduced to4'
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where Z .(q,q") and V ,'lq.q') represent the "effective* two «ml three nucl»

potentials respectively. With c«t.(5) we can calculate the binding energy of

the triton. To calculate the virtual state of triton we have to continue

analytically the eq.(S) into the second sheet of the energy. Details of

this procedure can be found in ref ( 4 ). Here we just give a qualitative

discussion about this approach. In the first sheet of energy we have the

normal triton bound state Et (as you see in Fig.l)

I
Figure I

and then now we suppose that we have a hipotetical "enciteo state" F_* (Fig.2)

Figure Z

For us the virtual state of the tr i ton Ey could be E* going through the

upper rim of the cut and arisin/j in the second sheet (Fig.3)

I iUUi
I

A Vffff})

II

f i gu re 3

I t means the following : the system really does not support a excited state

and we have to look for i t in the second sheet as a virtual s tau . This is tr.e
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fundamental idea. In order to see the influence of the position of Ey on *

(doublet scattering length) we shall calculate a? directly besides using

the insight gained in the GF correlation and exhibited in table I . To

reach that ata we need the generalized Lovelace —equations including a

three-nudeon force* * :

Z * « > • ! "q 'V Z

where V^'? ' í Z ,(q,q') + 7 , ( q , q ' l . The on shell spectator momentum
an an -wi

q. is given by E'E^ + j qf. With our normalization the on-shell elastic

amplitude * (q. ,q) is related to the doublet scattering length through:

• 2 - T W 0 ' 0 »

We end the section by defining the two nucleon force models. In this study we

have used the Unitary Pole Approximation (UPA) tu the Ha l f l ie t - f jon Í, I I I

potentials (HT) and th? rank I approximation, PEST, to the SQ and Ŝ

parts of the Paris potent ial . PEST was generated by the Graz group

according to a method proposed by Ern\t , Shakin and Thaler . We have

also included in our calculations the 'h is to r i ca l " Yainaguchi potential just

( 8)to comment some defects of this potential presented in the reference .

Ill - RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Before we begin with our results we intend to discuss some

points presented in this meeting (Gramado-RS). In the meeting arised some
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(q )
people interested in the analyse of correlations among the tow-energy

observable*. They presented the correlations between £, and a. (Phillips

line) and Kcotg(K) versus a^. They did not obtain results on both the

iines simultaneously. But this can be a limitation of the employed model

(Noyes Model where just a "contact, interaction" intend to simulate the

realistic potential). Another related ideas was presented by Adhikari.

He gives an alternative expansion' ' for KcGtg(K} where a^ does not l ie In

the denominator. I f a, c a n b e considered small enr-ugh to raise suspicion

about the validity of Oers-Seagrave expansion, then the approach proposed

by Adhikari could be a good alternative. I t is interesting to poi; ' out that

while Oers-Seagram obtained a2 = 0.29fm, Adhikari obtained a^ -0.9fm. Both

results l ie in the e/t.rrme limit of the experimental error. The experimental

result is a2=0.65fm. The problem is that the number of experimental points

are too few for the phase shift, from where both expansions interpolate the

result for a, . Now we analyse our results begining with the triton binding

energy. As we can see from table 11 the addition of a tnree-nudeon force 1n

a Yamaguchi potential produce» "pathological" results.This point was

already stressed in the reference . The explanation is very simple :

the graphical representation of V. shows us that V̂  is most attractive

when two nucleons are very close to each other whil» the third is further

away. That configuration, however, is strongly Inhibited by the repulsive

core of the realistic two-nucleon force. But the Yamaguchi potential has no

repulsion and to the three-nudeon potential Induces a spurious over-binding

in this case. The different contributions for NT and PEST He in tht fact

that these potentials have different repulsive cores. So the f i r s t (already

known) conclusion is that the same three-nucieon force added to different

two-nucleon force does not give the same contribution for observable! of
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three-nucieon syitens. At this point we wish to coauent another work of

this conference. Using the Hyper-Sphtr1c«l-Hanaon1c wthod Coelho-Robilotta-

Oas(CRD) calculated the tr i ton binding energy with the Inclusion of two

different three-nucteon potentials : the Tucson potential (that we used

in our calculation) and Die potential derived by themselves. The calculation

did not include the tensor part of both potentials ( i t is averaged over

the doai runt spin-isospin distribution of the tr i ton, which is described by

the totally antisymmetric state). The calculation shows the Tucson force to

be more attractive. The small contribution given by CRD-potential raises the

question i f this indicates also a small contribution even when the tensor part

is included. We have to wait for the realistic results of this group.

After this comment we come back to the tables of our work. For the

two-nucieon form models (KT and PEST) we see in the table I I a small shift of

E,, towards the threshold (Stronger binding). According to table I these shifts

would lead to variations of a-, as shown in the third column of table I I I .

Though the shift i AEy are small, the effect on í . í s Iarg« and goes into the

right direction. In column four the exact values of our models are given.

They are satisfactorily r l is» to (a^)r^., which are based on an approximate

solution of the N/D equations. Mote triat the shifts of a? are very

closr to each other in al l cases, «le conclude that thfc strong correlation

found by Girard and Fuda between Ey and Sy together with the simple fact

that the addition of an attractive three-nueleon Interaction moves the

whole discrete spectrum towards stronger binding (Ey towards the threshold) can

serve as one mechanism in curing the two defects in a theoretical description

of the three-nucleon system, the ground state binding energy E and the n-d

doublet scattering length «2- Uheter this qualitative insight wi l l turn out

to be correct quantitatively will be decided only once more sophisticated

force models i re used.
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Table I - The correlation between the virtual state position Ey and 'he
D

n-d doublet scattering length a2 fron Ref. .

Table I I - The ground state and virtual state energies in MeV without

and with a three-nucleon force for two two-nucieon force

•odels.

Table I I I - The n-d doublet scattering length as predicted from table I

in comparison with the exact solution of eqn (6) and (7 ) .



Table I
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Table II

Table III

EJNcV] 1 a2tfm]

C.374
U.SJ\
0.407
0.424
0.442
0.460
0.479
0.498
0.517

r -1.2
-0.9
-0.6
-0.3

0.
0.3
0.6
0.9
1.2

without

E9

with

Eg

UPA (M17, H i )
PEST

-á.SO
-8.63
-11.04

-0.492
-0.487
-0.383

-9.10
-9.35

-24.1

-0.471
-0.464

UPA (MTI, I I I )

PEST

Ev(V4«0):-0.492

£y(V4,i0):-0.471

Ey(V4-0):-0.4B7

Ey(V4^0) s-0.464

(a2)GF[fni]

0.805

0.475

0.726

0.364

(a2 )exactCfnt]

0.908

0.663

0.B26

0.457


